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soon after, sonia and the chaos emeralds were found by her friend, tails,
who then took them to sonic the hedgehog, who was in the process of
trying to stop the chaos-powered sonia from destroying the world. [50]

sonic was able to defeat sonia and make her power disappear. [51]
sonia was sealed within the master emerald by tails, who was able to
use the chaos emeralds to give sonic a super state, before making his
way to the sonic the hedgehog s-gear to repair it. the chaos emeralds

are linked to each other and act like magnets that can attract each
other. this for example allowed tails to pinpoint eggman's location on

the space colony ark because he had the rest of the chaos emeralds in
his possession. [37] the chaos emeralds are likewise linked to the sol

emeralds, their inter-dimensional counterparts from blaze's world, with
the two sets of emeralds having been described as the north and south

on a magnet. [32] [38] this makes both sets of emeralds capable of
attracting and repelling each other. [32] [38] also, when in close

proximity, the two sets of emeralds call out to each other, [38] which
will generate power of cataclysmic proportions unless those wielding

the emeralds knows how to use them or the emeralds will themselves to
remain stable. [32] [38] [39]
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after the chaos incident, the chaos emeralds have gone missing, and
chaos has been sealed within the master emerald. for centuries, the
chaos emeralds have remained lost and are only known to be sought
after by one chaos emerald-obsessed girl, sonia stark. [48] sonia and
her friends would go to the mystic ruins to search for the emeralds.

however, their search for the chaos emeralds would be interrupted by
sonia's arch-nemesis. [48] sonia's arch-nemesis is silver the hedgehog.

as a hedgehog, silver's speed and strength are considered to be
ridiculously high. due to the fact that his life was threatened by sonia,

silver decided to go on a quest to find the chaos emeralds. he arrived in
the mystic ruins and met up with his friends, tails the fox and knuckles

the echidna. he eventually met sonia, and they decided to team up. [24]
however, when they were attacked by silver, sonia turned on silver, and

he was able to defeat her. [24] after this, silver was enraged by the
defeat and decided to take the chaos emeralds for himself. he

proceeded to take them from their hiding places and leave, with sonia
in his wake. sonia was able to take the chaos emeralds and use them to
power herself up, and she gained a super state. sonia, furious at silver,
decided to finish him off, and she used the chaos emeralds to attack
silver, who was on the other side of the emeralds. the attack had the

desired effect, as silver was destroyed. [49] 5ec8ef588b
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